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Chairman Leahy, Ranking Member Grassley, and Members of the Committee:
On behalf of the members of the American Bankers Association (ABA) we appreciate the
opportunity to submit this written statement for the above-entitled hearing. The American Bankers
Association represents banks of all sizes and charters and is the voice for the nation’s $14 trillion
banking industry and its two million employees. ABA’s extensive resources enhance the success of
the nation’s banks and strengthen America’s economy and communities. ABA members are often
end users of technology and the recipients of abusive and deceptive demand letters.
Abusive patent litigation has been a serious concern for banks and financial institutions of all sizes
across the country for many years. That is why we supported the reforms Congress put in place in
2011 through enactment of the America Invents Act (AIA), in particular the process for review of
overly broad business methods patents by the Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) put in place by
Section 18 of the Act.
Unfortunately, the abuses continue and have in fact increased despite those reforms. Banks
continue to be barraged by patent assertion entities (PAEs) who use overly broad patents, threats of
litigation, and licensing fee demands in an effort to extort payments from banks across the country.
As a result, resources and capital that could go toward lending or otherwise serving bank customers,
small businesses, and communities have necessarily been re-allocated to defend against abusive
patent claims from PAEs.
Faced with threats of expensive patent litigation, many banks, and especially smaller banks, find
that their only option is to settle rather than face paying millions to defend against extortive claims
of patent infringement. Well-funded and sophisticated PAEs take advantage of community banks
with limited resources and little patent experience, and have amassed significant “licensing” fees
from banks literally for the cost of mailing a threatening letter.
A recent example of this involves a PAE known as Automated Transactions, LLC (ATL), which
targeted banks throughout New England, New York, New Jersey, Georgia, Virginia, Pennsylvania,
in addition to an ever-growing number of states. ATL claims that transactions facilitated by the use
of the banks’ ATMs infringe one or more of its patents. What ATL failed to mention, however, is
that several of ATL’s claims have been invalidated by courts. In particular, the Supreme Court
denied certiorari on ATL’s appeal of an April 23, 2012, decision by the Federal Circuit to affirm a
ruling by the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences invalidating several of ATL’s patent
claims.1 Despite this, the company continues to assert those patents and sue banks across the
country, including banks that do not even have ATMs.2 While ATL is only one of many different

See, In re Transaction Holdings, Ltd., LLC, 484 Fed. Appx. 469 (Fed. Cir. Apr. 23, 2012)(Not selected for publication in the
Federal Reporter, NO. 2011-1361, 2011-1492), reh’g and reh’g en banc denied (July 2, 2012), cert. denied Transaction Holdings, Ltd.
V. Kappos, 133 S.Ct. 955 (Jan. 14, 2013).
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entities that operate as PAEs filing frivolous patent infringement cases against all industries, ATL’s
tactics and efforts are a prime example of the problem banks and other companies face, primarily
with regard to vague and threatening demand letters. An example of ATL’s demand letter is
attached to this testimony in redacted form.
We are pleased that members in both the House and Senate—including a number of members of
this Committee3—have sponsored legislation intended to alleviate some of the incentives that drive
abusive litigation by patent PAEs and we strongly support legislation to correct these abuses. In
particular, S. 1720, introduced by Chairman Leahy and Senator Lee, includes several provisions that
could potentially deter patent trolls from sending abusive demand letters, but we hope that these can
be strengthened as the process moves forward in the Judiciary Committee and the Senate, in
particular by requiring them to be more “transparent” by providing greater details about the alleged
patent infringement.
In addition, a demand letter registry available to the public should be created at either the PTO or
the Federal Trade Commission. Any entity that sends more than 10 demand letters in a single year
should be required to enter them into the registry. This would provide the FTC and other agencies
with the information needed to identify and take action against PAE’s that are sending abusive
demand letters. It would also allow those targeted in the letters to more effectively form joint
defense groups by pooling their knowledge about certain trolls, identifying counsel familiar with
those trolls and potentially reduce defense costs. It is vitally important that strong language dealing
with abusive demand letters is included in final legislation enacted into law.
Legislation seeking to remedy abusive activities by patent trolls must also deal effectively with a
pervasive dilemma facing “end users.” End users are purchasers of products from vendors that
actually use the final product. This includes embedded technology such as software that
accompanies a product. Financial institutions, such as banks, are, in almost all circumstances, end
users of technology and should not be threatened with infringement simply for buying something in
good faith from a vendor. Simply purchasing a product and using it in the way that was intended by
the manufacturer, distributor, or producer should not warrant a lawsuit by a third party claiming a
patent violation. This theory turns jurisprudence on its head and is a direct threat to businesses
across all sectors of the U.S. economy.
There must be meaningful reforms to provide a solution to the problem faced by end users.
Specifically, there should be mandatory joinder or at least a “right of contribution” added to patent
law to help put in place a more equitable distribution of liability between end users and suppliers.
There are several other provisions that should be included in patent troll legislation. In particular,
we share the views of others in the financial services industry that section 18 should be made a
permanent rather than a transitional program and it could be improved further by granting the PTO
located in VT); Automated Transactions, LLC, v. Automated Transactions, LLC, v. New York Community Bank, No. 1:13-cv00591-SLR (D.DE) (2013) (bank located in New York).
See The Patent Quality Improvement Act of 2013, S.866, 113th Cong. (2013) (introduced by Senator Schumer); The Patent
Abuse Reduction Act of 2013, S.1013, 113th Cong. (2013) (introduced by Senator Cornyn); and The Patent Litigation
Integrity Act of 2013, S.1612, 113th Cong. (introduced by Senator Hatch).
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discretionary authority to waive the filing fee for these proceedings to encourage its use by smaller
institutions. To discourage vaguely worded demand letters, it is also important for the Committee
to clarify the intent of Congress in enacting Section 18 as part of the AIA that a demand letter or
other pre-litigation communication suggesting that infringement has occurred constitutes an
accusation of infringement giving rise to a real and substantial controversy for purposes of a Section
18 review.
To further discourage abusive litigation, S. 1720 should also include provisions to allow the courts
the discretion to shift the costs of litigation to the prevailing party and to require bonding to assure
that parties are able to meet this obligation. We are concerned that the bill as introduced requires
PTO to conduct claims construction proceedings in a manner similar to the federal courts because
this shift away from the current “broadest reasonable interpretation” could weaken PTO’s ability to
invalidate or narrow-low quality patents. We look forward to working with the Committee on these
and other issues as legislation is developed.
Abusive patent litigation is a serious problem for the U.S. economy, businesses, and banking
institutions of all sizes. We strongly support your efforts to end abusive patent litigation and look
forward to working with members of the Committee to address these matters.
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